Residential Recycling Procedures – 2016

The Resident Assistants (RA’s) and Senior Residents are responsible for removing common recycling from the residences. There are two streams for recycling in Santa Fe; one for Glass Only and one for everything else, Mixed. Other things that can be recycled but are kept separate includes batteries, e-waste, light bulbs and furniture. These can be brought to the North door ground floor of Evans Science Laboratory. Each dormitory and residence has been provided a small blue, lidded bin for mixed recycling with the buildings name and a flyer about what can be recycled on it. Small glass only bins are available on request. The RA’s will empty these bins into 50 gal. blue, lidded, roller bins strategically placed throughout the residential areas (see below). The Grounds Department will empty these large bins into receptacles for pick up by the city. For more information, contact Jeff Clark, Landscape Supervisor at 984-6131 or jclark@sjc.edu.

Outdoor Recycling Bins –

   Apartments (1) – outside #5
   Suites (1) – outside laundry room
   Uppers (2) – outside McCune and south door to the common room
   Lowers (3) – outside south door to the common room, by Conference services and by Health Center
   Winiarski Residential Center (1) – outside Winiarski Seminar Building